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Abstract-The
exphclt representation and ressonmg about time 1s an Important problem m many
areas of artHiclal mtelhgence Over the last l&15 years, It has been attractmg the attention of many
researchers
Several temporal reasonmg systems, dlffermg m design issues related to ontology of time,
underlying temporal logic, temporal constramts used and algorithms employed, have been developed
In this survey, Important representatIona
issues which determme a temporal reasonmg system are
introduced
In particular, several Important notlons like change, causality, actions are described m
terms of time For each Issue different choices avallable m the hterature are dlscussed
The most.
influential approaches to temporal reasonmg m artlficlal mtelhgence are analyzed m terms of these
maJor representational issues @ 2001 Elsevler Science Ltd All rights reserved
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1. INTRODUCTION
Philosophy has always drawn msplratlon from close assoclatlon with other mtellectual dlsclphnes
Computer science 1s no exceptlon m this regard In recent years, It has mcreasmgly been argued
that philosophers can no longer afford to ignore the fundamental mnovatlons m concepts and
methods introduced by practltloners of various dlsclphnes, m computer science notably m the
study of artlficlal mtelhgence (AI) Work m many of the tradltlonal problems of philosophy,
particularly those associated with language and mind, has to receive fresh impetus from the
mslght of those who have sought to tackle related problems from a practical or computational
vlewpomt
Conversely, computer science has a good deal to learn from philosophy and indeed
computer sclentlsts are showing greater awareness and mterest m those aspects of philosophy,
which have relevance to their own dlsclphne
The concept of time 1s quite profound and long has been regarded as the domam of philosophy
It started, m the form of tense logic and was pursued for many years by philosophers and loglclans
without any regard to its possible apphcatlons outside their subject Their mam motlvatlon was
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natural language understanding
In addition, they also had obJectives of understanding
the nature
of time and seeking answers to some fundamental
questions
Is time discrete or contmuous‘?
IS
it bounded

or unbounded?
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play the role of a common
theories

branchm g, or circular? Many of these questions
of philosophers have provided useful insight mto

of the real world deeply mcorporate

by its temporal
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to

reference

and representation

since the nature

of time is full of disputes

and contradictory

of time does not cause any worry to the people

m

then day to day affairs This suggests that there is some form of commonsense
knowledge about
time that is rich enough to enable people to deal with the world and which is universal enough
to allow commumcation

and cooperation

between

people

A useful distmction
is often made m psychological
and philosophical
literature
among three
categories of time, namely natzlral, conventzonal, and log&
Cogmtlon of the natural time 1s
based on the natural phenomena
of occurrence
of day and night, the (lunar) month, and the
occurrence
of seasons
Conventional
time refers to the temporal structure
based on the social
conventions
Some of these are derived from natural time and include seconds, minutes, hours,
days, months, and years
Logical time refers to the logico-mathematical
structure
of time and
operations
thereon such as ordering and transitivity
[I]
F’rom our earliest days we learn to perceive time as a result of important
cognitive abihties
The awareness of change around us and the ability to detect regularities
m that change Time is
fundamental
to reason about change and actzon When we say that something changes, we are
talking about different states or conditions
of the same thing and we are forced to define how
they are related
This relation is temporal, either imphcit or exphclt
Conversely, the passage of
time is important
only because changes are possible [2] I n a static world where nothing changes,
it would not make sense to talk about

time

The problem of representing
temporal knowledge and temporal reasoning arises m wide range
of disciplines,
including computer science, philosophy, psychology, and hngmstics
In computer
science, it is a core problem m mformation
systems design, program verification,
AI, and other
areas mvolvmg process modelhng
While

considermg

different

applications

of AI, it becomes

necessary

to make the concept

of

time exphcit
An example is cited from plannzng Given a description of a state of the world over
some period of time and the physics of actions (law governing changes) m the world, a planner
is required to produce a sequence of actions over time that would result m the desired world
startmg from the current world
In order to plan, the planner needs a representation,
which
allows him/her to address about how the effects of an action change the world over time and how
long they remam true and also what remains unchanged over time There are several effects that
Just cannot be captured by a change-based
approach
For example consider, “he ran around the
track three times”, there is no net change m the position of the runner but still nobody will deny
that an action has indeed taken place Clearly, a different kmd of reasoning system is needed to
deal with time naturally
This difficulty can be tackled by exphcitly mentionmg the time during which the action occurred
irrespective
of the change m state So there is a need to introduce the additional
time dimension
instead of shying away from it
TEMPORAL REASONING (TR)
to represent and reason about

Consists of formahzmg the notion of time and providing means
the temporal aspect of knowledge [3] Hence, a TR framework

